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INTRODUCTION
Ripple is a company focused on advancing the world of
payments. Multiple branches and solutions exist under the
Ripple brand umbrella — RippleNet, the XRP Ledger, the XRP
coin and RippleX. XRP is the native asset of the XRP ledger, a
blockchain originally developed in 2011 by developers David
Schwartz. While XRP and Ripple are intrinsically linked, it’s
important to note that they operate as two distinct entities.
Ripple is a fintech company that builds global payment
solutions while XRP is an independent digital asset that can be
used for microtransactions, remittance and online payments.
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RIPPLE, XRP LEDGER
AND RIPPLE X
RippleNet is a global network that financial institutions can use to transfer money more quickly, with greater
transparency and at less cost through a unified system. RippleNet requires the use of just one application
programming interface (API). Ripple formerly also had products called xRapid, xCurrent and xVia, although the
company combined those solutions to form RippleNet in 2019.
The XRP Ledger is an open-source blockchain on which the XRP coin runs. XRP is the native asset of the XRP Ledger.
The XRP Ledger and the XRP coin run independently of the company Ripple, although Ripple uses both for various
solutions. Also abbreviated to XRPL, the XRP Ledger serves as a blockchain on which parties can construct solutions,
similar to the Ethereum blockchain.

RippleX serves as a platform touting blockchain-based solutions that interested parties can use for their various
value-transfer-based use cases. The platform looks to serve as an easier method for harnessing blockchain-based
solutions, as opposed to interested parties building their own solutions from scratch. RippleX utilizes the XRP Ledger
and aims for simplicity in terms of mainstream compatibility. There are two other protocols that exist under RippleX
- Interledger helps with payments compatibility when multiple different systems are involved and PayString works
to simplify payment addresses.

XRP TOKEN AND UTILITY
Ripple developed the XRP ledger to facilitate cross-border payments between banks around the world. The ledger
is a permissionless network of peer-to-peer servers that powers XRP operations. XRP is the native token and is
intended to act as a “bridge” between hard-to-match fiat currencies. So if, for example, there are no market makers
on the network willing to trade shekels for shillings, one can sell the former for XRP and then use it to buy the
latter. XRP can be sent directly without needing a central intermediary, making it a convenient instrument in
bridging two different currencies quickly and efficiently. RippleNet customers can use XRP to bridge two
currencies in as little as three seconds, ensuring payments are quickly sent and received in local currency on either
side of a transaction.
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XRP is also used to provide on-demand liquidity (ODL) for Ripple’s flagship RippleNet service – a global payments
network of financial institutions that was originally three separate products prior to 2019: xCurrent ( a real-time
settlement solution), xRapid (a liquidity solution) and xVia (a payment API.)
Other use cases of the XRP:
• Forex
• Escrow
• Real-time Gross Settlement
• Payment for digital goods and other near-instantly products and services.
• P2P purchases
• Central Bank IOU
• Decentralized Exchange
• Online Voting

XRP LEDGER
The ledger is maintained by independent participants of a global “XRP Community,” of which Ripple is an active
member. Independent validator nodes come to an agreement on the order and validity of XRP transactions. This
agreement, called consensus, serves as final and irreversible settlement. The ledger reaches consensus on all
outstanding transactions every 3-5 seconds, at which point a new ledger is issued. Anyone can be a validator, and
active validators on the ledger today include universities, exchanges and financial institutions. There are currently
36 validators, and Ripple runs 6 of them—16%.
Operating as a validator is an option for any entity. While PoW blockchains produce blocks — compartmentalized
segments of the overall chain that each include certain information — the XRPL produces “ledgers.” Every ledger
holds information such as data tying it to the former ledger in the chain, account totals and more. Transactions and
network alterations must achieve agreement from a certain number of validators.
It takes between three to five seconds for the XRP Ledger to confirm each block (ledger) — completing
transactions. A small amount of XRP – about 10 drops (a unit of XRP) worth 0.00001 XRP – is destroyed to cover
transaction fees. The transaction cost is designed to increase along with the load of the network to disincentivize
using the network during busy periods. All XRP transactions are executed and settled on the ledger.

TOKEN ISSUANCE
The original founders pre-mined (created before the project’s launch) one hundred billion XRP tokens in 2012.
Ripple retained 80 billion tokens to fund future operations and development, whilst the founders divided the
remaining XRP between them. Unlike bitcoin and other mined cryptocurrencies, where new coins enter the market
in the form of block rewards, XRP enters circulation whenever Ripple decides to sell coins from its pre-mined stash
on the secondary market

CONSENSUS MECHANISM
The XRP ledger uses the Ripple Consensus Algorithm, which differs from proof-of-work and proof-of-stake
mechanisms in that network participants are known and trusted by other participants. Unlike miners, they are not
rewarded for securing the network. Once validators agree, a new block – a “ledger version” – is created and
validated. The block’s content cannot be changed. This allows servers in the network to store a complete history of
the ledger state.
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SHARIAH OPINION
The XRP Ledger is an open-source blockchain on which the XRP coin runs. XRP is the native asset of the XRP Ledger.
Ripple developed the XRP ledger to facilitate cross-border payments between banks around the world. The ledger is
a permissionless network of peer-to-peer servers that powers XRP operations. XRP is the native token and is
intended to act as a “bridge” between hard-to-match fiat currencies. As such, the XRP token has a Shariah compliant
utility and can be deemed Shariah compliant.

RESOURCES

Website: https://ripple.com
Consensus Algorithm:
https://ripple.com/files/ripple_consensus_whitepaper.pdf
Token guide: https://ripple.com/xrp
Secondary sources:
https://www.coindesk.com/price/xrp
https://internationalmoneytransfers.org/ripple-xrp-review/
https://cointelegraph.com/ripple-101/what-is-ripple
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ABOUT SRB
Since our humble beginnings 17 years ago in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia we’ve grown to include
+100 companies across a host of industries, 5,000
transactional programs, 5 interdisciplinary teams
and a combined scholarly workforce of 31 Sharia
Scholars from 16 countries. And we’re not done yet:
our Sharia Audit and Sharia Advisory services will
continue to improve—serving local and
international businesses to help them maintain and
manage Shari’a compliance.
Our combination of international and local market
knowledge and multi-disciplinary perspective of
Sharia give us an edge in the professional Sharia
Advisory and Sharia Audit services industry in the
GCC. The scope and value of our services, and the
help they offer in building a thriving economy, keeps
us excited.
The future of Sharia Advisory and Audit is exciting
and we are very lucky to be a part of this business!

DISCLAIMER: This publication contains general information only and has been written in general terms. Shariyah Review Bureau W.L.L. is not, by means of this
publication, rendering Shariyah compliance, accounting, business, financial, investment, legal, tax, or other professional advice or services. This publication is not
a substitute for such professional advice or services, nor should it be used as a basis for any decision or action that may affect you or your business. Before
making any decision or taking any action that may affect you or your business, you should consult a qualified professional and/or Shariyah adviser. Shariyah
Review Bureau W.L.L. does not endorse or sponsor any vendor or product mentioned in this document.
Vendor and product names mentioned in this document are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners and are mentioned for
identification purposes only. Shariyah Review Bureau W.L.L. is not responsible for the functionality or technology related to the vendor or other systems or
technologies as mentioned in this document. A vendor or product mentioned in this report may not be regulated by an appropriate regulator, such as the Central
Bank of Bahrain (CBB). Shariyah Review Bureau W.L.L. shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any person who relies on this publication.
In Bahrain, you should be aware of the CBB regulations regarding crypto-assets, including those set out in the CBB Rulebook-Volume 6. The CBB has the
authority to approve or reject, from time to time, crypto-assets offered or to be offered by its licensees. For the avoidance of doubt, nothing set out in in this
publication should be read or construed as indicative of or affecting such approval or rejection.

